
 

Museum of AI 

 

 

What is the Museum of AI Artifact Collection? 

Museum of AI curates & exhibits artifacts that explain pivotal innovations in artificial intelligence. 

Artifacts nurture understanding while recognizing important contributions (not just the usual suspects: 

The collection prioritizes nonobvious milestones). These artifacts look cool, artist-designed and lovingly 

displayed in popup lobbies. View the Artifact Collection online. 

 

Artist-designed, AI-inspired 

MoAI artifacts are precious physical objects representing tangibles (an  chip, artistic creation, or AI end 

user) and intangibles (a voice, an event, or conversational AI algorithm). Each appears on a sleek black 

pedestal, covered by glass, and lit beautifully. Artifacts are accompanied by an explanation of their 

provenance, function, and impact. Online, they display as video, images, and text. 

 

What's in it for you? 

- Artifacts displayed at live experiences, on-trend popup lobbies 

- High-quality, shareable content from social media influencers 

- Recognition at tech conferences, museum installations 

A typical audience includes business decision makers, AI creators, experience designers.  

 

What do you need to do? 

No money needs to change hands. What we do need is your collaboration with MoAI curators and 

designers to describe the innovative concept, code, or outcome that will be represented as an artifact.  

 

 Ready to nominate your AI innovation for MoAI Artifact status? 

Message Tracy Allison Altman, our Exec Director: tracy@museumof.ai | @MuseumofAI  
or https://www.linkedin.com/in/tracyaltman/  

 

 

 

The Museum of AI Artifact Collection 

Get your innovation added to the MoAI Collection. Here’s all you need to 
know to elevate your AI creation, creator, or memory to artifact status.  

Showcase your 

AI Innovation 
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What is the Museum of AI Artifact Collection? 

Museum of AI curates & exhibits artifacts that explain pivotal innovations in artificial intelligence. We 

nurture understanding of important contributions (not just the usual suspects: The collection prioritizes 

nonobvious milestones). These artifacts look cool, designed by artists and lovingly displayed in popup 

lobbies. View the Artifact Collection online. 

 

Artist-designed, AI-inspired 

MoAI artifacts are precious physical objects representing tangibles (an AI chip, artistic creation, or end 

user) and intangibles (a voice, an event, or conversational AI algorithm). These appear on sleek black 

pedestals, lit under glass. Each artifact includes an explanation of its provenance, function, and impact. 

Online, artifacts present as video, images, and text. 

 

What's in it for you? 

- Artifacts displayed at live experiences, on-trend popup lobbies 

- High-quality, shareable content from social media influencers 

- Recognition at tech conferences, museum installations 

A typical audience includes business decision makers, AI creators, experience designers. 

What do you need to do? 

Commit to collaborating with MoAI curators and designers to describe the innovative concept, 

code, moment, or outcome that will be represented as an artifact.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Ready to nominate your innovation? 

Message Tracy Allison Altman, our Exec Director: tracy@museumof.ai   
@MuseumofAI or https://www.linkedin.com/in/tracyaltman/  

Museum of AI is dedicated to helping people work with real-world 

artificial intelligence. Our entertaining, educational experiences explore 

relevant problems, plus AI capabilities and limitations. Suitable for people 

in government or enterprise. 

The MoAI team includes seasoned installation artists, actors, writers, 

educators - plus engineers with extensive enterprise software sales, 

development, and training experience.  
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Nominate your innovation for museum artifact status 

We are proud to showcase innovations in the Museum of AI Collection. What would you like 
to see elevated to artifact status? Choose something: 

Tangible. The MoAI collection need not contain your actual object (chips, trophies, or 
artwork). Our designers typically create a replica, photo, video, or illustration.  

Or intangible. Artifacts often represent algorithms, human faces, audio clips, memories, 
moments, or events with particular significance in AI/ML evolution.  

 

 

 

Other things to know 

Once Museum of AI agrees to create your artifact for the collection, your team will have 
input into its design and presentation.  

The creators of your AI innovation will be prominently credited, both in the physical artifact 
display and on the MoAI site. 

Artifacts remain property of the Museum of AI. However, they are available for display at 
your permanent or popup location (we’d just need to work out some details). 

We can’t wait to see what you’ve been up to!  

 

 

 

 

Photo credit: Museum of AI 

Museum of AI artifacts are physical objects representing 

pivotal people, moments, and creations in the evolution of 

artificial intelligence. Displayed in funky contemporary style, 

under glass and beautifully lit. 
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